SHAJAY BHOOSHAN | DESIGN MATTERS
LECTURE | MARCH 16 | 5PM

Associate Director at Zaha Hadid Architects, Shajay Bhooshan will deliver 'Participatory architecture - online and on land: Democratising, engaging and responsible design.' Bhooshan is a PhD candidate at ETH's Block Research Group (BRG). The lecture is sponsored by Canadian Wood Council and Wood Works.

Learn More→
**STUDIO CRAWL X BLOCK WEEK EXHIBITION OPENING | MARCH 24 | 5:30PM**

You're invited! Come to our first in-person exhibition opening since 2020! We will gather in the Stantec Gallery to view the W'22 Block Week Exhibition and 'crawl' around to studios to see the work on display. Come and meet the talented students behind the work - this is a fantastic opportunity to meet potential summer interns or junior hires.

Learn More→

**CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS | BLOCK WEEK EXHIBITION SET-UP | MARCH 19-20**

Who's ready for an in-person Stantec gallery opening?! We need volunteers to help with moving student work (from CBDLab to main campus) and set-up. If you're interested in volunteering, please contact Vita Leung or Candice Cheah. We promise coffee, treats and laughs!

**CALGARY'S ARCHITECTURE IN 40 BUILDINGS**

SAPL professor Dr. Graham Livesey together with SPECTACLE (Philip Vanderme, Jessie Andjelic, Veronique Ulrich - all SAPL alumni - and Vanessa Wang) have created a map of significant examples of architecture in Calgary. This publication is part of the Calgary Atlas Project. It's available for purchase at Shelf Life Books, The Next Page, Pages Kensington, Lougheed House and Owl's Nest Books.

Learn More→

**SAPL EVENTS + DEADLINES**

**ALICIA NAHMAD VAZQUEZ | CYBER-PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM | MARCH 9 | 7PM MST**

SAPL professor Dr. Alicia Nahmad Vazquez will give an online talk for the Calgary Public Library about the future of architecture and technology. Learn how a participatory technology stack can enable vertical integration between stakeholders and digitally augment the design and construction process reducing material waste whilst building beautiful and efficient structures. You do need a CPL membership (free!) to register for the lecture.

Register→

https://go.ucalgary.ca/index.php/email/emailWebview?md_id=185846
METATHESIS RESEARCH CONFERENCE | ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS | MARCH 11

Abstracts wanted! Does your research explore themes and interventions in the built environment that facilitate a transition towards more resilient places and cities? The RC22 committee invites you to submit an abstract for the 2022 SAPL Student Research Conference: META.thesis: Resilience and Beyond.

Learn More→

TINY FRAMES 2022 AUCTION | MARCH 4-31

Participants wanted! The Tiny Frames 2022 auction has launched. You can see the work on display at Kaffeeklatsch or visit the auction website to bid on your favorite pieces and support local art, SAPL students and a Calgary charity. Fifty percent of the profit will go to the student artists and 50% to the DOAP Team of Alpha House. BID today!

Auction website→

NO PLACE LIKE HOME WORKSHOP | AEDE | MARCH 12 | 3PM-5PM MST

Participants wanted! AEDE will host a research project workshop 'No Place, Like Home (Of Other Spaces)' on March 12. The goal of this project is to engage immigrants living in Calgary in conversation and creative making to explore their experiences of Calgary's built environment, with a focus on the concept of 'home'. Following the creative making workshop, outcomes will be exhibited at City Hall Station in Calgary.

Learn More→
COLLABORATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION | APRIL 7 | 8AM MST
TALON is hosting a Collaboration in Higher Education symposium on April 7. Professor Digby Warren from London Metropolitan University will deliver the opening keynote: The transformative potential of collaboration in higher education. Natasha Kenny, Senior Director of the Taylor Institute for Teaching and Learning will give the closing keynote: Reflections on collaboration, networks and Covid-19.

Learn More→

EXTERNAL EVENTS

BUILDING EQUALITY IN ARCHITECTURE | INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY | MARCH 5 | 9AM MST
Join BEA(N) for a celebration of International Women's Day. The online event will feature presentations by Susan Speigel, Megan Torza, Angele Dmytruk and Betsy Williamson. They are also inviting submittals of work for an online "Building Equality in Architecture - Women in Design" exhibition

Learn More→

ARCHITECTURE SCHOLARSHIP | MICHAEL EVAMY | APPLY BY APRIL 1
This scholarship is available to a Canadian architecture student in the year prior to their final year of study. The winning student will select $5000 with a possibility of an additional $3000 to fund project-related expenses including travel.

Learn More→

RAIC FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP | DEADLINE EXTENDED | APRIL 22
Money, money, money! The RAIC Foundation Scholarship deadline has been extended to April 22. Don't miss out on this opportunity. Details below.

RAIC Foundation Bursary
College of Fellows Centennial Fund for Intern/Intern Architect
Kiyoshi Matsuzaki RAIC Endowment Fund and Scholarship
Canada Green Building Council Scholarship for Sustainable Design and Research
The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto Foundation's Award for Architectural Conservation
Vince Catalli Scholarship for Sustainable Architectural Innovation

PATRICK ADAMS SCHOLARSHIP | $4000 | UCALGARY ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN ALUMNI | APPLY BY APRIL 30
MPlan, MArch or MLA Students! If you're entering your first year of study, you are eligible to apply for the Patrick Adams Scholarship for students motivated by enquiry, interdisciplinarity, a respect for practical holistic problem solving and following a non-linear design education trajectory. The scholarship was created by Environmental Design Alumni. This year's recipients were Joshua Clarke (MArch'24) and Erin Schwab (MLA'24).
Learn More→

APPI STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS | MAY 13
MPlan students! The APPI is offering an Education Scholarship, Conference Award and Student Essay Contest. Submissions are due on May 13. You do not need to be a member of APPI to apply. The awards are for any student enrolled in a Master's degree program in a planning/related field of study in Alberta. Students graduating in 2022 are eligible to apply.
Learn More→

INTERNSHIPS | JOB OPPORTUNITIES
STUDENT INSTRUCTORS | DESIGN CAMP | UCALGARY | MAY-AUGUST 2022
ARST students! If you're looking for summer work, consider Design Camp at UCalgary. You will have an opportunity to design interactive and engaging lesson plans for children that teach the fundamentals of architecture, planning and landscape architecture. To apply, submit resume and cover letter.
Learn More→
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT | BINNIE | CALGARY
Calgary-based Binnie is hiring a full-time Landscape Architect/Technologist to join their Landscape Architecture, Sports and Recreation (LASR) team. Visit the link for more details and to apply for the position.
Learn More →

PLANNING INTERNSHIP SUMMER 2022 | RM OF EDENWOLD | SASKATCHEWAN | MARCH 4
MPlan students! RM of Edenwold is hiring a summer intern to support various initiatives and work within the municipality’s planning and development team. The Planning Assistant will work on development review, research, report writing, communications, policy review, community engagement, map and database updates and enforcement.
Learn More →

ARCHITECTURAL INTERN | IBI GROUP
IBI Group is hiring 2 interns for their Vancouver or Kelowna offices for 4-8 month internships in their Living+ Group. Successful interns should be familiar with AutoCAD, Revit, 3D Studio, SketchUp and have excellent written and oral communication, time management and organizational skills. Students must apply for this role on Elevate. To learn more about turning your summer internship into a Transformative Talent Internship visit the website and direct any questions to gradintern@ucalgary.ca.
Learn More →

IN-SITU ARCHITECT | SEED THE NORTH | HAZELTON, BC
Seed the North is looking for a limited term architect (with the possibility of extension for full-time employment).
Learn More →

PART TIME STUDENT MODEL MAKER | LITTLE GIANT STUDIO | CALGARY
Are you an MArch student with exceptional model-making skills? Calgary-based Little Giant Studio wants to hire you! Email CV and portfolio to danielle@littlegiant-studio.com.
INTERN ARCHITECT | GGA | CALGARY
Calgary-based Gibbs Gage Architects is hiring an Intern Architect. Visit the link for more details.

Learn More→

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

SURVEY | CANADIAN GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT SURVEY (CGPSS) | APRIL 15
Students! Please complete the CGPSS. All UCalgary graduate students are eligible to participate. Those who complete the survey will be entered to win one of six $150 bookstore gift cards. Check your email for details or visit the link to learn more.

Learn More→

LEED TRAINING WEBINARS | JANUARY-APRIL 2022
Sign up for LEED Green Associate Training! There are several webinar and online self-paced options to accommodate your busy schedule. Certification is a great way to make your resume stand out. Students, use discount code 'GREEN' and get $50 off. Contact Lorne Mlotek with any questions.

Learn More→
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